PRIVACY POLICY IMEI ACCESS B.V.
General
Imei Access B.V. (hereinafter referred to as: "ImeiXS") explains in this statement how it handles and treats
personal information of its customers in general and on its MobiMY®-website.
ImeiXS respects that customers to whom it provides its services value their privacy.
However, in order to provide its services, the collection of personal- and domain information by ImeiXS,
as well as sharing this information with partners, is necessary and inevitable.
ImeiXS endeavours to combine the benefits of its provided services with the rights of customers to
confidentiality and security of their personal information.
Collection of personal information
In order to deliver its services, ImeiXS is forced to request personal information from customers.
Customer’s response to these inquiries is strictly voluntary and by providing this information to ImeiXS,
customers opt for the services and thus indirectly give consent to ImeiXS for the use of this information in
order to deliver its services.
ImeiXS uses this information only to provide its services and not for other purposes.
In general, you can visit the MobiMY®-website without divulging any personal information.
However, there are areas of the MobiMY®-website that require this information to opt for the service
completely, and may not be available to those choosing not to reveal the information requested.
Collection of domain information
ImeiXS collects information to enable itself to provide its services and as part of its analysis of the use of the
MobiMY®-website. This data enables ImeiXS to become more familiar with the customers that visit our site,
how often they visit, and what parts of the MobiMY®-website they visit most often.
ImeiXS uses this information to improve and secure the MobiMY®-website.
This information is collected automatically and requires no action on your part.
Use of cookies
Some pages on the MobiMY®-website may use "cookies," which are small files that the site places on the
customer’s hard drive for identification purposes. These files are used for site registration and customization
the next time the customer visits us. The customer should note that cookies cannot read data off of the hard
drive. Customer’s web browser may allow the customer to be notified when customer is receiving a cookie,
giving the customer the choice to accept it or not. By not accepting cookies, some pages may not fully function
and the customer may not be able to access certain information on this site.
Disclosure to third parties
ImeiXS does share customer information with ImeiXS partners, but only to provide its services and not for other
purposes. In the event of a reorganization, merger, or sale we may transfer any and all personal information we
collect to the relevant third party.
Additional disclosure
ImeiXS may be obligated by law, legal process, litigation and/or requests from public and governmental
authorities to disclose customer information.
ImeiXS may also disclose customer information if ImeiXS determines that for purposes of national security, law
enforcement, or other issues of public importance, disclosure is necessary or appropriate.
ImeiXS may also disclose customer information if ImeiXS determines that disclosure is reasonably necessary to
enforce our terms and conditions or protect our operations or users.
Acceptance and change
The customer agrees with this privacy policy by using this MobiMY®-website.
ImeiXS reserves the right to change, modify or update this privacy policy at any time without notice.
If ImeiXS does so, changes, modifications or updates will be announced on the MobiMY®-website.
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